Rann-Neeti 2k18
“It was the time when heat was amplified, we battled not for victory but for glory all at stake was
respect.”
The valley of Kamand witnessed the biggest sports fest of The Himalayas when RANN-NEETI IIT
MANDI unleashed itself in its 5th incarnation. Enthralling and lightning it was such that the sun never
set, every nook and corner of the campus was filled with colours of enthusiasm. This edition of the
fest was bigger than expected, larger than ever it was a complete package.
The mega event lasted for three days, with its inauguration on 30th September, the enthusiasm was
sky high and teams were equally deserving and confident about their win. The heat was on and the
competition was tough. There were total of 30 colleges with around 1000 students from various
colleges witnessing the mega event. The battle was tough so was the quest to break your limits.
DAY1 witnessed intensive battle among teams to qualify for next round. DAY2 was an amplified
version of the same but the tiresome day was followed by much awaited pronite of the fest that
featured The Passive Aggressive Haryanvi comedian Vijay Yadav and amazingly talented band from
Retro Delhi T I T L I featuring Ria and Kyra as lead singers.

Day3 was the most heated up day following the finals and alas champions in all fields claimed their
victory. The closing ceremony witnessed Sushma Verma, Indian Wicket Keeper Batswomen as chief
guest and Prof. Timothy Anthony Gonsalves , Director IIT Mandi as guest of honour. The heat was to
settle at that very event but still joy was in air participants seemed to enjoy each and every bit of the
cultural program that was following. General Championship Award was deservingly bagged by IIT
MANDI for their incredible campaign throughout.

#TurnUpTheHeat became a cliché and is thought to continue for a much longer time. The heat was
turned up and now all eyes wait for next year when we witness yet another mega edition of the
event in making.

